FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Seal Methods Inc Adds 250,000 sq/ft of Manufacturing Capacity in China

(June 28, Santa Fe Springs, California) Established in 1974, California-based Seal Methods Inc. (SMI) is the world’s most comprehensive specialty components fabricator, and a leader in die cut solutions. With a new 250,000 square foot facility in Nanjing, China, SMI has added capacity as well as strategically locating themselves closer to their customers’ operations, with full manufacturing and quality assurance capabilities. This investment will allow SMI to better serve its existing base – as well as create new partnerships with OEMs and raw material suppliers globally.

With the Nanjing facility, SMI now has three locations, combined with headquarters in Santa Fe Springs, California, and an operation in Union City, California (est. 2006). Their combined state-of-the-art facilities house:
- A Class 100 Cleanroom
- 285 employees world wide
- More than 80 different production machines
- Process engineering experts
- Rapid prototyping
- Multi-layer laminations with precision registered die-cutting
- High speed rotary and automated flatbed cutting
- Heat sealing, vulcanizing, rewind slitting, roll slitting
- Custom assembly, packaging and kitting

The ability to manufacture and assemble in China has already proven to be a sought after resource for SMI customers with global reach.

About Seal Methods Inc
Seal Methods Inc. (SMI) is a full service premier fabricator of gaskets, seals, tapes & precision die cuts. One of the most diversified converters in the industry, we serve clients in Automotive, Medical, Transportation, Electronics, Construction, Energy, Storage, and Industrial markets. Our association with the finest raw material manufacturers throughout the world enables us to provide the widest possible selection of materials to meet your needs.
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